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In none of Mr. Hillyer's books have there been such appeals of emo-
tional and spiritual experience as in this. Remaining for the most part to
the lyrical mood, the poems present never-the-less an extreme variety of
thought, ranging from gaiety through some tender moments and inspired
sentiments to the dark point of the soul. A few of
them, however, are above pure music
and a lower character reveals itself in
subtle ways, while others - as it is
impossible to this detail up - alternate
between the artistic and the grim.
Included also is a prose and philo-
sophical sonnet sequence "In Time of
Man" which Mr. Hillyer delivered at
the College of William and Mary
for the one hundredth anniversary of
the founding of Phi Beta Kappa.
In the mastery of its technique and
the variety of its subject matter, this
new book will perhaps be the most reward-
ing of all Mr. Hillyer's volumes.